7. Book Reviewing

As noted earlier, it had been suggested to Jo by her pediatrician that she find something
to do other than hover over her sick daughter. With a little thought and energy, she came
up with what eventually became one of her most acclaimed achievements—reviewing
books for audiences.
In the days before television people loved gathering in the evenings for various kinds of
entertainment. There were a great number of traveling troupes that would go from town
to town to perform. But book reviews were different. And Jo’s style of reviewing was
entirely unique. She never spent much time talking about the author, she went straight to
the story. Using a narrative style she would enhance it with memorized lines of script.
She would actually play all the parts much as an actress would do in reading a book for
an audio presentation. People loved it. She could keep them on the edge of their seats
for a couple of hours, especially those who didn’t read much.
The books she chose were always of great interest to a broad audience. Often they were
bestsellers. Her amazing ability to memorize and to recall dialogue kept her audiences
spellbound. She used notes only rarely. However she did make copious notes for herself
in preparation for her reviews. These extensive files are now (as of 2005) in the
possession of her daughter, Bobbie Jo Irwin.
An undated letter from her friend, Marguerite Vorbeck, applauded her book review:
Jo dear,
I had forgotten what an extremely talented person you are. You should be on
the stage with your name in blazing lights on Broadway. I had forgotten, too, because it
has been years, remember, since I have heard you, your inimitable technique in doing a
book review.
No, I didn’t like the book. I hate to have my heart pulled out by the roots if
only for an hour or two. I stayed up until almost one reading a mystery which engaged
only the surface of my mind before I got in the mood for sleep.
You looked so pretty last night. I concentrated on that when your book got too
heartbreaking.
I’m writing this because I don’t have time for a long telephone talk. We are
going to Colorado Springs and Denver over the weekend and I still am working on
lengthening dresses for Mary and me and also some Republican work which must be
done before we leave.
We are to hear the Philadelphia Symphony in Denver Monday night and home
Tuesday. I’ll call you.
Lovingly,
Marguerite

As soon as Jo began reviewing books for clubs and other groups, she gained a following
of great admirers. Soon she was called upon frequently for larger gatherings. Often she
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performed for fund-raisers. But she never charged for her work. She always felt that was
beneath her calling as a reviewer. And so she became greatly revered by many, as the
following news clippings will attest:
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As one can see, Jo was much sought after as a speaker, entertainer and inspirational
leader. Her years of reviewing books were rewarding to her in many ways, but not
financially, as she refused to charge anything for her work. She gained a following as she
became well known in the communities in which she appeared on stage, and was admired
and recruited by others to join organizations, clubs and other social groups.
Much later, Jo wrote about her years of reviewing:
My favorite and most enjoyable hobby is the reviewing of books for groups of people. A
hobby that not only gives me the utmost pleasure, but I think is giving listening pleasure
to others, makes it a worthwhile outside interest for me.
I have found this engrossing hobby a means of sharing my reading and deep love of
books with others. By “others” I mean a heterogeneous lot of people. Sometimes it will
be a large audience, or again very small, occasionally highly cultured, next time
uneducated. Every type of group interests me in a different way.
I believe in all life we have to be contributors to be happy. This is my means of giving my
very small bit to beauty. If it is possible for me, if but for one hour, to lift one person, or
impart one word of the author’s that gives hope, or consolation, or joy, or inspiration to
one person in the audience, it has been a well paid effort.
Reading is the opening of doors into great and wonderful things. I try to give those
seated before me a glimpse through those doors: to travel with me into far, strange
places—to live for a moment in the lives of other personalities—walk for a short time in
another “slice of life”—laughing with the humorous characters—weeping with the
sorrowing.
Reading is a delving into another’s mind where we may grasp and take things we want to
keep and reject that which we do not want to retain. In [my] reading I am especially
drawn to those passages which reflect [my] own thinking.
Through depicting a book to my best ability I attempt to awaken new vistas of thinking in
my audience. I hope to challenge their opinions and ideas, broaden their views. Above
all, and most important, is to increase their tolerance and enlarge their understanding.
The personalities I encounter in my listeners are a large factor in contributing to my love
of reviewing books. I have found many friends down my “book avenue.” The friendships
I have made thus have been deep and lasting, and so have made life richer.
I am reminded of an elderly lady who accosted me as I entered the shabby, ill kept room
of an isolated, dilapidated farm house in a lonely community. “I’m sorry I came. If I’d
knowed they was agoin’ to be a book lady here I’d a never come. I read the Bible onest
and that’s all I need to read.” She was my most apt listener.
A week later I answered the knock at my front door to see the same little old lady. She
handed me a pint jar of cream saying, “Here—I want you to have this. I wanta say
thanks to you.”
Many people have asked me why I do not charge money for my reviews. I can only
answer by saying that I cannot accept money for something I try to give that comes from
way down deep. Would any amount of money pay for the gift of a pint of cream from a
little old lady that had read the Bible and that was enough for anybody to read?
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Along with her many, many book reviews, Jo was occasionally asked to do a poetry
reading. With these readings, she would have her friend, Beulah Baker, accompany her
on the organ. She also narrated the script for at least one fashion show in Grand Junction:
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Books were reviewed by Jo in many communities around Grand Junction and Cripple
Creek and even further afield, like Glenwood Springs, Colorado. One friend wrote her
the following:
1032 Pitkin Ave.
Glenwood Springs, Colo.
May 12, 1942
My friend – Jo Shaeffer,
Greetings of affectionate admiration to you, my clever little friend! I am very
happy in looking forward to your coming here next Monday evening when you will be the
guest speaker at the Beta Phi Sigma social gathering.
Because I received an invitation to enjoy you with them at this gathering I am
now as happy as a robin in a cherry orchard and I am singing out to you a cheerio
greeting.
I have a message for you, too, my dear, from the members of my Reading Club.
They are hopefully requesting you to stay over in Glenwood the following Tuesday and be
their guest at a gathering Tuesday evening.
This meeting will be the closing meeting of our club year and is in the nature of
a gala celebration (by very, very, very dignified matrons) for the lofty completion of a
year of self culture – ahem!
The meeting place of the Beta Phi affair is right next door to my “Bide a Wee
Nest” so you could stay with me, you see, that Monday evening and the next day while I
“labor in the field with Young America” you could lounge around and rest yourself for
our evening’s rendezvous!
You know how informal and friendly our group is. We don’t take our social
affairs as obligations and you can relax with us and can feel very free and easy in making
your own choice of the selection to review.
As a very pleasant and fruitful treat for the ladies we have coveted the
enjoyment that you can so ably present in your refreshing, original way of reading for us.
Will you kindly phone me Thursday evening at my expense to let us know if you
can be with us on the evening of May 19th? Surely hope we can have you! My phone
number is 496-W – just call the McDermott residence please.
And now wishing you a sunny path on an upland way, I’ll sign off, happy over
the promise of a visit with you soon.
Very sincerely, Mame Tully McDermott

A “thank you” letter arrived some time later:
Lazy Lane
McDermott’s Apt.
Doldrum’s Corner
Undated
Greetings to you, my endearing clever friend!
After this long elapse of time I should ask, “Remember me?” and then add by
way of apology that the above address tells the whole story of the passing weeks since
you were here.
Usually my stock of energy keeps boiling up pretty vigorously but this spring
drained me of the “will to do” until I have been just as idle as a painted ship upon a
painted ocean.
I have slept with utter abandon late these mornings until the activities of my
industrious neighbors wham my conscience into unwilling wakefulness—and for many
hours of the day I have been content to read quietly here at my desk thinking the long,
long thoughts of mellow maturity—just an “on-looker” of life.
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This long sweep of the strong, green hills facing my windows prods me into
earnest appreciation of the wonders of life and I keep promising my school-teacher mind
that I am going to snap out of this lazy serenity and swing into action again.
I want to tell you that I appreciated your friendly thank-you note. You have a
real genius for affection – do you know it?
The other ladies to whom you wrote were so proud and pleased over your letter
to them, and by the way, they were gracious enough to write you and express their
sentiments. But for me—alas and alack for the good intentions harbored in a jaded spirit
like McDermott’s—it took the vitalizing power of glorious free vacation June time to stir
me up, as a jaded flower waits for sunshine after rain.
Well my friend, the clippings from the town’s “Bugle Call” seem to be rather
empty but the newspapers have a way of shading down the high lights into prosaic
happenings. Anyway, the clippings will serve as markers of time in your scrap book.
And your visit to us will stand out in our memories like impressive mountain peaks of
glory.
We will look forward to the next visit you can make us. I have an appealing little
story called “C’n I have a Dog?” which I’d love to hear you interpret. I’d send it to you
only that it is in a school text. But when you come to Glenwood town again I’ll read it to
you. It would do nicely for an encore. I found some of the letters I spoke of too, so when
you come up, my friend, we’ll have happy crowded hours together.
My Tom is still impatiently waiting his summons, but still in high courage and
lofty patriotism. He is working at Pando * at present faring very well. The wages are
very generous but the living conditions are as primitive as Abe Lincoln’s log hut…
Thinking of your “appreciation for every-day” philosophy I offer you this bit of
verse in closing my letter.
May the Giver of Gifts give unto you
A gift that is noble, a gift that is true:
The will to work and the power to do,
And the courage to sing the whole day through.
Whether the skies be gray or blue
May the Giver of Gifts give these to you.”
Your procrastinator friend, Mame Tully McDermott

* Pando was a small camp that housed the construction workers that built Camp Hale.
Camp Hale was a huge facility that was home to the 10th mountain division during WWII.
Troops were trained there in all forms of high country warfare. These troops then fought
in the Apennine Mountains of Italy. Constructed in 1942, Camp Hale contained over 1000
temporary structures and housed approximately 2500 men. It was dismantled in 1965 (See
www.ghosttowns.com/states/co/camphale.html ).
Another thank-you letter :
“Dear Jo,
Just a little note to thank you for the book review that you gave for our Guild
meeting. Everyone enjoyed it so much. To me it was like a rainbow in the midst of a
storm.
Sincerely, Edythe Noe”

The following enthusiastic thank-you letter was written to Jo after she gave a book
review in Montrose, Colorado:
Precious Friend,
In spite of our many moves (yours and ours) and lack of [illegible] that is the
way I often think of you, and oh, what joy! To have you close yesterday, and what a
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pleasant surprise when I heard just the day before that you were coming. On your next
visit to Montrose, may I plan on your spending your spare time with me?
…Truly I’d have been disappointed if you had not chosen to review the book you
gave us yesterday. I keep wondering if the author has ever heard you give it? And what
a thrill it would be to hear one’s own book brought to life. Because, my dear, that is
exactly what you do and your audience “lives” it with you. You don’t have the wildest
idea how much we all appreciated you. And to think of the many who will regret not
having been there. Of course, I think anyone who has not had that pleasure has been
cheated. What I’d like would be an advertised return engagement for the same book. In
fact I’d have you go on tour doing just that one.
Don’t you charge any fee for your work? If not, why not? Please dear, explain
this to me. I’m on the entertainment end of an Episcopal Guild meeting at Mrs.
Moynihans some time this year and oh, how I’d love to plan on you for another big
“treat.” But it must be the same book. Do you think me completely crazy?
Then, too, what is your secret for eternal youth? You surely have it. So many
ladies thought you looked like a little girl when you were standing up there giving us so
much of your very self. I marvel there is anything left of you. Do you notice how quiet
and rapt your audience is while you talk? Oh dear, I could go on and on and still not
express how I really feel.
I am sending a wee book our Guild puts out and hope you will enjoy especially,
the passage I have marked on page 52. Should we belong to the same church? You, of
course, will have one of these, so just pass it on.
I’d like to hear more of you and your dear ones and now, back to earth and the
daily “blessed” toil. Thank God for continued strength to carry on, and for you, my
dear, in whose presence I feel so very humble.
Bye now,
Bert (Mrs. R. W. Sloan)

The praise, even adulation Jo received over her book reviews made her extremely
conscious of her effect on others. She went to great lengths to be kind to everyone. Of
course, she would have been gracious to others just on the general principles of her
upbringing but the attention she received as a popular book reviewer made her
particularly careful to never say or do anything that might offend others. Thus, the praise
for her continued to grow.
Jo recorded a number of things that others said about her. Perhaps it is a good idea to do
this, in order to recall one’s value to others especially on days when one is feeling a bit
low. Some of these notes were credited, others were not:
One small clipped portion of a note or letter read: “You unusual you! Always jet
propelled, even handwriting exotic. Where do you get your steam? It’s wonderful.”
Esther Kerr to Eliz. Gauer: “Jo is one of those people we meet in life to bring us a little
joy – make life a little easier.”
Mrs. Dickerson: “Jo, I believe in listening to you do that poetry I felt closer to Heaven
than I ever have in my life.”
Mrs. Heinson (Glenwood Springs): “I feel very honored, very honored to have Jo
Shaeffer in my home (to the audience).”
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Mrs. McDermott: “You could give Helen Hayes lessons.”
Mrs. Keith (minister’s wife): “You have helped me to like Grand Junction. You’ve
made it a nicer place to live.”
Mrs. McHannah: “I wasn’t conscious of you, or an audience or myself—just a book was
living.”
A: “Jo, you are the most perfect human being I’ve ever known.”
S: “She is a keen, alert, capable, shrewd, generous, gracious, lovely lady.”
Kate Harper: “I do not need to introduce Jo Shaeffer to this audience. You all know of
her talent and I would like to say to you, Jo is just as sweet as she is talented.”
Goodell Slocum: “Jo is our color here. We can’t see her leave town. She adds color and
zest to every gathering.”
Grace Markley: “We are very, very fortunate to have such talent as Jo Shaeffer living in
our community.”
Loretta Davis to Bobbie Jo: “Your mother is the most wonderful woman I’ve ever
known.”
Bobbie Jo: “Mother, you are just my idol. I try to be like you, but I fear I will be like
Scarlet O’Hara, who always tried to be like her lovely mother but couldn’t.”
Earl: “I could search all over the world and never find as wonderful a woman as you.”
As Jo’s favorite author, Adela Rogers St. Johns said, “those who have not contemplated
the difficulty of telling the truth about anybody,” the following list of compliments are
included here. They were recorded by Jo under the heading of “Sam” or simply “S.” In
any case, Jo noted these compliments from someone who was evidently quite taken by
her. Perhaps she did not respond in kind, but it must be pointed out that since she saved
these notes, it was as important for her to feel appreciated as it is for any of us. As Bobbie
Jo said, “The men in our family should read this because they need to realize that women,
too, need to feel valued.” However, about this person Jo wrote:
S. reminds me of the amateur strategists that hang around Washington to tell the Army
how to win the war or the guys in the bleachers that tell Babe Ruth how to hit the ball.
Words are like jewels, pick and choose long enough and you get one that exactly fits the
sentiment expressed, and when you have finished to be sure you have the right one, it
must raise the right inference as well as say the right thing. That is a real art, to not only
make the reader know what you want to say, but to throw out little fishhooks to make him
have a thought that will be pleasing and convincing as well. Did you ever think of that, if
you let him infer, instead of saying it boldly, but be sure ‘tis the right inference, ‘tis
perfect.
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Sam: “A compliment puts a lilt in her voice, a sparkle in her eye, a spring in her step.
Too much would ruin her. Two glasses bring a sparkle and a glow, five, intoxication.”
S – “Jo, you can cram more punch, more thoughts in the fewest lines. If you would write
a book on any subject that really interests you, and put the same color, punch, verve,
vitality and personality in it you do in your best letters, that book would be a best seller
for years to come and mark a high-water mark in contemporary publishing.”
S – “There is so much to YOU, you are inexhaustible in your power to bring to the lives
of others something of sweetness and light – just because you are you.”
S – “Funny thing, understanding! Precious few people can really grasp any emotion
beyond the realm of their personal experience. You are one of that finely and divinely
gifted few! You do far more than anyone I ever knew! I think the ability to do that is an
attribute of a totally unselfish mind and heart—of one who lives for others first of all.”
S – “Other women are just stuff, stuff—fill in time but not empty places.”
S – “Winged messages [are] my main interest in life. These winged messages veritably
breathe a personality without which my life and deeds are but an empty shell. I’m in a
pensive, languorous mood. Someday you shall occupy this guest room with me.”
S – “I could write pages on every sentence you write. It breathes, lives, moves, inspires.
If you could put that same thing from the preface to the finish of a book – ‘twould be the
4-star best seller of all best sellers. You will some day, when years and years have left
their star-dust of happiness and communion.”
S – “Here is gracious, generous, yet thrifty living—wealth at its best. Alas, few people of
any large wealth are thus. They run to extravagant and excessive personal indulgences
and orgies for personal pleasure. Wealth brings out their animalistic nature instead of the
higher, nobler, more spiritual virtues. Wealth masters them and not they wealth. They
are surrounded, protected, buttressed and dominated by the accumulated wealth of
bygone generations. They have now become conservatives, looking askance on new
ventures, quite content to clip the coupons from their gilt-edged 2 ½ government bonds.
I haven’t been poured in the mold of eastern culture, Thank God. Give me the virile
cities of the west. N.Y. is a frontier, it craws the best blood from the hamlets and pays
off on the ability to stand the gaff and produce just a little better than the rest.”
S – “Clean living as well as clean thinking pays rich dividends. Those who cater to their
baser emotions are not living, they are squandering a heritage they can never replace, and
this is not a withdrawn-from-the-world esthete talking, either.”
S – “[I have] A sort of squirrel cage of existence of going round and round in a
mechanical way, ‘something accomplished, something done,’ but oh, so unsatisfying! I
realize how far short my old motto ‘Get your happiness out of your work’ is short of the
truth and yet for more than two score years I believed that.”
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S – “I begged, pleaded and implored but one woman, not only because I could not picture
life without her. I was prepared to give all, go all the way, with her. Of all the
personalities that have ever touched my life, and I mean all, one stands far above the rest.
There are simply the others and Jo! Honestly none of the others are or ever were
indispensable to me.”
S – “May 1943: “In fact, looking back over the years and of all the people I’ve ever
known there is only one of whom I’d never tire—who would bring relaxation,
understanding, instant and electric telepathic spontaneity—keeping my interest in good
times and bad—in joy and sorrow—always inspiring –and I mean every word of that!
“Well, my effusion is over. My word battalions are drawn up on the parade
ground of several scrawling pages. ‘Tis time to sound taps.
“And so I close, to you and yours a toast, may you have the best always.
“July 7 is a hallowed day for me.”
At the end of all these recorded lines of praise, Jo wrote:
I loathe the cheap lionizing, the easy adulation which follow a public success. It is very
quiet here today…, but I still have my husband, so kind. Earl: no suavity whatsoever,
but an enormous kindness. We are like two halves of the same thing, somehow grown
together like two branches of a tree. It was built, of course. It did not happen. I do not
believe that real marriage ever just “happens.”
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The books Jo reviewed, listed in the approximate order in which they were reviewed:
Gone With the Wind, Margaret Mitchell – reviewed about 1939. In 1943 she did a satire on this book.
The Congo: A Study of the Negro Race, Vachel Lindsay prospectus, 1931 – a memorial to Rey Eldred, a
Disciple of Christ missionary on the Congo River.
Rebecca, Daphne de Maurier, best seller in 1939 – reviewed same year.
The Joppa Door, Hope Williams Sykes – reviewed in 1940.
Mother of the Smiths, Lorraine Carr, 1940.
Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck, reviewed Feb. 9, 1940 and many more times.
The Family, Nina Fedorova – reviewed Dec. 5, 1940 and a number of other times.
Who Walk Alone, Perry Burgess, Leprosy Foundation, voted Most Unusual book of 1940.
Let the Hurricane Roar, Rose Wilder Lane – reviewed in 1941.
I Go By Land, I Go By Sea, reviewed in 1943. On the same occasion she “gave a dissertation on the 23rd
Psalm.”
The Whole Heart, Helen Howe, 1943.
Midas of the Rockies: the Story of Stratton and Cripple Creek, Frank Waters, 1937. Reviewed in 1943.
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, Betty Smith , 1943.
Papa Was a Preacher, Alyene Porter, 1944.
Out On a Limb, Louise Baker; Chicago, Peoples Book Club, 1946 - reviewed in 1946. On this occasion
she also recited two poems: “Not Understood” by Thomas Bracken and a dissertation on the Twenty-Third
Psalm.
The Life of Stratton—Midas of the Rockies, Barry Walters – reviewed in 1946. On this occasion she read a
poem “Hillborn” by Fred Whitney and a letter written during the war by a soldier seeing action in the war
zone.
Checkerboard, Neville Shute, 1947.
Kenny, by Louis Bromfield - reviewed in 1948.
Knock on Any Door, by Willard Motley - reviewed in June 1948.
The Big Divide, David Lavender, 1948. Reissued classic in 2002.
Big Doc’s Girl, Mary Medeiras, 1950.
Karen, Marie Killilea, 1952.
East of Eden, John Steinbeck, 1952.
O Rugged Land of Gold, Martha Martin, 1953.
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Soapy Smith-King of the Frontier Con Men, Frank C. Robinson and Beth May Harris, 1961.
The Apostle, A Life, by John Pollock, 1969.
The Honeycomb, Adela Rogers St. Johns, 1970.
Brother Billy, Ruth Carter Stapleton, 1978.
Edge of the Taos Desert, Mabel Dodge Lujan, 1987.

Bobbie Jo recalled that her mother would often do a review for the family in the evening.
She said, “These were always memorized and she used no notes.”
Other books were later read during her years of college training. She made notes on:
The Romantic Revolution by Vernon Parrington, Killers of the Dream by Lillian Smith,
Woodrow Wilson, by Ruth Cranston, The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne, The
Interpretation of Dreams by Sigmund Freud, A Russian Journal by John Steinbeck, The
Romance of Leonardo da Vinci by Dmitri S. Merezkowski, and An Almanac of Liberty,
by William O. Douglas. It is interesting to note in the post 9/11 world – a world Jo would
never know about – that she concluded her review of the Douglas book with “As I read
this I am struck again and again with how security conscious we have become. I wonder
if we’re not becoming almost security warped! Why has America become afraid?”
Jo’s all-time-favorite book was The Honeycomb, by Adela Rogers St. Johns,
Doubleday, 1969, which she read and re-read often in her later years. She would turn to it
when she didn’t have anything else that interested her. She reviewed it numerous times
for audiences and it was always popular. She kept a file of lines from the book that she
used in her reviews and it is quite extensive.
Some of the lines from The Honeycomb she jotted down and memorized to share with
her audiences:
Women are cheats! Serenity I had never known. My mother saw to that when I was
little. At first, alone, it was wonderful to do everything my own way... I am sorry, Ike.
My divorce from Ike St. Johns came while we were still living in Hollywood at the
beloved Whittier Ranch, 22 acres of walnuts, tennis courts and servants. We were
married 15 years and there was never enough money. I thought Ike should be smart and
handle the money. He was a born loser.
Billy, my son had tenderness, he had nightmares one whole year. I wouldn’t go out at
night so I could rock him when he awoke with nightmares. Elaine was beautiful. A
beautiful daughter has to be a joy and a scourge.
When I was 18 and still in pigtails Papa took me to meet Mr. Randolph Hearst and I
became the first woman reporter. I will never forget my first police-ambulance call. No
woman had ever done that before. I was substituting for a police reporter. “Alright
Swifty,” the boys in the press room said, “Get going.” Breathless and shook I followed
the white-clad intern to a small flat on the outskirts of town where a family of 5, father,
mother and 3 kids were all dead on the floor, reeking of vomit. They had all eaten
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toadstools they thought were mushrooms. I’ve never eaten a mushroom since. This may
not be learning philosophy in the gardens of Academia, but it is one way.
Mr. Hearst was a few years older than Papa, and one of the handsomest men I’ve ever
seen, and oddly enough he didn’t scare me. He lived with the actress, Marian Davies
thirty years in complete devotion. She sassed him back, though she stuttered when she
did it. The character and genius of this man influenced us all. He caught us young and
taught us young—speed and accuracy. We who became The Herald got out a paper that
became the biggest money maker and circulation smash in the evening field anywhere.
In the 40 years I worked for Mr. Hearst I never reaped an angry word. There were no
meetings, no chewing things over until they were pre-digested hash. He had a high,
unique voice. He was shy with strangers and he listened much more than he talked. He
was very kind. At his beautiful castle there was little drinking as he didn’t believe in it
and everyone had to sit through the movie shown and get up and attend breakfast. In all
that ornate grandeur it was a comfortable place to be. I have found when the host and
riches are one it is. People who have always had money take it for granted. They are
different than people who scramble for money.
At this time I was a rash, reckless, opinionated young woman, a know-it-all trying to
drink up all the gin in Los Angeles and San Francisco and having some success.
Along came Ike St. Johns fresh out of Stanford and a good newspaper man. I wanted
babies and so I got married. I lost my first baby. What has God done for me? He hadn’t
helped my father in his fight with John Barleycorn. If there was a Father, I couldn’t hear
him, see him. Ike and I lived a poverty-stricken, who-needs-money, badly overworked
and loving it, mad whirl – riotous, uninhibited, sleepless, ain’t-we-got- fun life. We drank
too much. Ike continued at poker 6 nights a week.
Why didn’t William Randolph Hearst marry Marian Davies? Two good reasons:
Millicent Wilson Hearst and Marian Douras Davies. Mrs. Hearst would never, beyond
doubt, hold a man against his will and she wore her ring when she was 86. Mr. Hearst
never asked for a divorce. We all loved Marian Davies because she never once used her
enormous power for anything but good. One time when Marian was upbraiding him for
being too easy with his youngest son, saying people who are divorced are always too soft
with their kids because they have a guilty conscience. “But,” said Mr. H., “I am not
divorced and I do not have a guilty conscience.” It was the only time I saw Marian cry.
She said, “Sometimes I don’t know what to do. You know you can’t live without me.”
“I would prefer not to,” Mr. Hearst said gently. She replied, “I won’t let you get a
divorce. I’ve told you before and I tell you again, you’re a great man, a great power, you
must have dignity. You marry a Follies girl 20 years younger than you and you cannot
live down being ridiculous.”
I got married again. Most of the time I ask myself to believe that I have forgotten his
name. A good memory is a good thing but the ability to forget is the true token of
greatness.
A home is made of smells – of touch – warm bricks of sight. The baby Dickie now had a
stepfather. Children of broken homes manipulate and maneuver. We had to move.
Parting with a home you love is leaving some of your heart behind. It didn’t work. All
women who are still women are horrified by the common easy-go vulgarity of a second
divorce. My second marriage never could have been anything but a calamity.
In the Hollywood house there was room for Papa. He began fading like a light-bulb that
goes out. Now and then I talked to him about writing a book and he answered, “I must
think about that.” Earl Rogers, a great criminal lawyer defending the underdog, was
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gone. My eyes were saying, “Once upon a time you came first, Papa.” I think I would
have died for him. You see it can’t be like that now there are babies to care for. All of a
sudden he gave me the most radiant smile, and I knew he said goodbye with that. He left
later that night and died a few weeks later. Papa had said, “You will never lose me. You
will always know what I would have said or thought.”
Then my famous debate! Mr. Hearst arranged that I, a reporter of the Hearst paper,
debate with Alice Ames Winters, national president of the Confederated Women’s Clubs
on “Is Modern Woman a Failure? I said the modern woman IS a failure. Women are
miserable in their so-called freedom. They know it is built on selfishness and indulgence.
The way women are handling the gift of freedom has to lead directly to the destruction of
a sane civilization.” I won this famous debate. Modern Woman is a failure, the judges
decided, and we better get back on the road! There I was waiting for the jury to decide. I
had spent so much of my young life doing that with Papa—and three men and four
women were the judges of a debate. The women there actually stood up and broke into
cheers. Mr. Hearst was there and Marian Davies and my editor, Campbell, and there
were tears on his face!

There are extensive notes on this and other books in Jo’s files, but hopefully this little
excerpt will give the reader a taste of this, her favorite book. Locate it and feast properly!
Perhaps the cleverest of all the compliments Jo received regarding her book reviewing
came from her friend, Margaret Vorbeck, who had missed her earliest performance of
Steinbeck’s book, The Grapes of Wrath:

Elusive lady, please be kind
And stay at home one day
So I can tell thee, in all truth
What those maids o’mine do say.
Of praise they area more than lavish.
Of censure there be none.
They say your telling The Grapes of Wrath
Was magnificently done.
M.P.V.
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